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NYLESA STEERING COMITTEE 2021-2022

OPENING:
The 2021/2022 term started with hope of: a global medical
solution to the pandemic, resuming our "old" lives of inperson gatherings, traveling, connecting with family and
friends, re-claiming our home space and back to school.
We soon learnt that there was a "new normal", an
expression that quickly became part of our everyday
conversation. The new normal was proof of vaccination, QR
codes, outdoor spaces were a must for a gathering and
masks were the new fashion statement.
As the warrior UN spouses we are, we tackled all these
obstacles head on and proudly said bring it on – "we are
breaking the glass ceiling – and we are not broken". We
adapted and changed to embrace the rules and regulations
of engagement, to ensure old and new members are
warmly welcomed. Our activities included the outstanding
celebration of NYLESA’s 10th anniversary, our regular
coffee gatherings and our favorite cocktail nights.
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We were kept on track with the numerous webinars in
career coaching, well informed through our various
communication channels, and financially sound. We saw
new member driven clubs blossoming, previous volunteer
initiatives being built on and a substantial number of new
members joining NYLESA, bringing more life to our
association. All positive and excellent news.
All that we have achieved in this term could not have been
possible without:
The Steering Committee team– thank you for your
time, commitment and endless energy
Our volunteers who ably assist and lead where
necessary YOU our members – without you there would
be no NYLESA
In closing – were there challenges?- Absolutely.
Did we overcome them? -Mostly. There would be no
excitement without challenges.
Soraya King, Chairperson – 2021-2022
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CHAPTER I:
CHAIR'S
STORY
Coffee at Bryant Park

Overall Management & Administration
The incoming Steering Committee (SC) continued to work
and expand on the achievements of 2020 in a constantly
changing global, national and local environment, each
impacting NYLESA in some way.
Whilst change is the most constant factor in our lives, it is
often difficult to implement. The SC demonstrated that by
working as a team, listening to the membership, they could
effectively change and adapt the way NYLESA works.
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As we on-boarded our new SC members in the continued
semi-lockdown environment, the SC took time to review,
assess and design operational procedures that worked
within the changing landscape of NYC opening up, UN work
requirements and governance of in-person meetings
socially and in the workplace.
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CHAPTER I:
CHAIR'S
STORY
Meeting with UNICEF

Our plans focused on:
Research ways of effectively achieving our objectives
within a changing environment. Who are our members
and what are their needs? What programs/activities can
we create to meet them? How can we achieve this?
Review, prioritize and streamline working groups’
portfolios based on available resources from a
personnel and location perspective
Conduct survey and analysis - annual Career Support
survey, membership categories, engagement analysis
and strategy for communication platforms, monitoring
trends for activity improvement
Improvement of financial reporting system and
modus operandi in this portfolio
Update SC Handbook

Research
Review
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CHAPTER I:
CHAIR'S
STORY
Guided walk around UN

Achievements:
10th Anniversary- NYLESA is alive and growing
110 Events- an excellent safe way to explore NYC and
maintain member contact through the outdoor
activities of walking tours and various social gatherings
New Clubs - Poetry, Walking Tour, Parents &
Munchkins, Creative Writing, Art, Membership Growth
Outreach Programme- International Schools, UNICEF
HR, IDCN, UN HR interaction with job briefs
Outstanding Career Support programme
Increased membership base
Upgraded financial system
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Outreach Program
Internal Outreach for members led by Membership &
Welcome Teams:
Buddy Programme - connecting incoming UN spouses
with a NYLESA member assisting them when they first
arrive in New York. Due to COVID-19 resulting in UN
recruitment restrictions in 2021, the program was not
implemented. This will be revised in 2022 as an integral
part of the partnership program
#Conversation- online meeting with NYLESA life coach
continued to provide a safe space for members to talk
about topical and sensitive issues. With the opening up
of New York City and the opportunities to gather in
person, member participation declined for this event
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CHAPTER I:
CHAIR'S
STORY
Social Gathering

Let’s Talk About It podcast series with Olivier Caudron
& Soraya King continued to explore and discuss
sensitive, often taboo topics
The need for a safe space for members to feel comfortable
to communicate remains a high priority for NYLESA. As a
by-product of the pandemic, globally, mental health issues
have become a challenge.
External Outreach
looking for partnership engagements led by the Chair:
The results of the SWOT Analysis from 2020 formed the
basis of the re-engagement of the Outreach Program with
various partners:
Meeting with UNICEF HR Department, a key partner in
our career development programme provided an
opportunity for NYLESA to start the process of
collaborative partnerships with terms of agreement
suitable to both UNICEF and NYLESA, highlighting our
objectives, and engaging in the process of formal UN
recognition
The NYLESA participation to the UN Mental Health
Awareness webinar where we were able to voice our
concerns about spousal abuse
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CHAPTER I:
CHAIR'S
STORY
UNICEF career webinar

Our 10th Anniversary celebrations allowed us to reconnect with previous partners: UNDP, IDCN and
start discussions with several other UN partners clearly
communicating partnership opportunities beneficial to
both
International School’s initiative with Lyceum
Kennedy, UNIS, BMIS, of cross pollination of
communication platforms will expose NYLESA to
potentially new members, employment possibilities,
and participation in agreed events
United Women’s Diplomatic Guild partnership for the
UN Bazaar- despite this event being cancelled once
again due to COVID 19 restrictions, good PR
relationship was established to be further developed in
2022
Alumni membership created to include ex-NYLESA
members wishing to remain in contact providing
possible assistance in membership resettlement in new
postings and networking opportunities
Global Network through LESAs- after several attempts
were made during the pandemic a meeting was held in
December with four active LESAs- a positive step and
foundation laid for future engagements, partnerships
and collaboration
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CHAPTER I:
CHAIR'S
STORY
"Never Alone"

Challenges
Membership renewal and participation – designing
and creating activities that are suitable for members in
the various stages of their length of membership.
UN policy on recruitment to New York
Re-building the LESA network
Recommendations for 2022-2023 Steering Committee
Celebrate and be cognizant of the diversity of NYLESA
Continue to seek partnerships – UN
Have fun... change is the most constant factor in life –
embrace it, work with it.
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CHAPTER II:
MEMBERSHIP
STORY
Social Gathering

Associate members
11.1%

Honorary members
3.5%

Membership: Total 144

Regular members
85.4%

New members in 2021 - 71,
40 more than last year

Gender representation

F

M

UN Secretariat
UN Women

Agencies represented by
NYLESA membership

UNDP
UNFPA
UNICEF
UN missions and embassies
Others
0
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CHAPTER II:
MEMBERSHIP
STORY
Cultural
TitleTable

During 2021 the Membership team consisted of Anais
Mossé Fischer and Natalia Chernysh.
Throughout the last year the membership team has
overseen & facilitated: enrollment process of new
members into the organization, registration, payment and
membership renewal of existing members. SC & team
members present at a group activities, facilitated
registration and payment processes. The Steering
Committee was provided with monthly membership
statistics throughout the year.
The Team updated guidelines for new volunteers and came
up with a Membership Team Handbook which should help
streamline weekly and monthly tasks for new and old
volunteers.
On the technical side, we continued trying to minimize the
paperwork load and go digital by introducing new
electronic receipts for cash payments and adding a new
membership dues payment option - Bank transfer to
NYLESA UNICEF bank account.
In 2021 the numbers show that the pandemic situation was
improving and NYLESA gained many new members
compared to the year before.
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CHAPTER II:
MEMBERSHIP
STORY
Membership Lucky Draw

The main target for the year 2021 was improving NYLESA's
Internal Outreach, targeting potential, new and existing
members as well as members who for different reasons,
did not renew their membership.
To improve communication with members, the team has
updated procedures, changed email templates, and
implemented a new timeline for renewal campaigns on the
MailChimp platform.
We continue to implement the new follow up strategy,
responding to everybody who has contacted NYLESA,
potential members as well as members who did not renew
their membership.
Considering the current difficulties we were trying to
encourage the members to renew their membership with
NYLESA.
The Membership team introduced a trimestrial Renewal
Lucky Draw in 2020 and continued this practice in 2021.
Everybody who renews their membership during the
current trimester could participate and win a Lucky Prize.
We have supported members with issuing Membership
certificates for successfully obtaining UN Ground Passes in
due time.
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CHAPTER III:
THE
WELCOME
STORY

Coffee&Business Showcase

In the timeline of March 2021-March 2022 the Welcome
Working Group held 98 events. On average, 7-16
participants attended each event.
Covid 19 might have posed a challenge on in-person events
and activities but WWG managed to arrange events
successfully following the CDC guidelines.
COFFEE gatherings are an integral part of the Association.
New members get to introduce themselves, and old
members to reconnect. Coffee events had an interesting
twist to make the events exciting by adding themes such:
“Coffee & Bingo”, “Coffee & Walk”, "Coffee & Egg Battle" and
“Coffee & Fleurs De Villes”.
The diverse Coffee event venues gave an opportunity of
adventurous discovery of amazing cafes in the
neighborhoods of Manhattan. 18 coffee gatherings were
held with 11 participants attending each event on average.
The most visited event was the "Welcome Back Coffee
Gathering and Small Business Showcase" with 29
participants.
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CHAPTER III:
THE
WELCOME
STORY

Cocktail Gathering at LIC

COCKTAIL gathering was another exciting social event and
a favorite evening outing for members, their spouses and
partners. Participation and attendance increased as
members became more comfortable meeting in-person.
Once again, members, spouses/partners enjoyed
experiencing different cocktail venues in the
neighborhoods of NYC including a free live concert on Long
Island.
Cocktails gave members who could not have an
opportunity to reconnect with friends for morning or
afternoon events. 9 cocktail gatherings were held with 16
participants attending each event on average.

9
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CHAPTER III:
THE
WELCOME
STORY

Coffee Gathering

Special thanks to the Welcome Working Group volunteers:
Shyam Sharma, Diana Camacho, Pierre- Emmanuel
Billet, Anais Fischer, Olivier Caudron, Vesna Golic,
Julien Souflett, Kseniia Bulatova, Sapna Sethi, Kausar
Ovais, Minh Hai Tran, Yvone Nassif, Veronique
Truchon-Lachapelle, Jeanette Throp, Christina Dumetz,
Manuela Glass, Susanne Schwarz and Lora Wiley for
organizing activities during 2021-2022.

Online Workout
5
#Conversation
9

Coffee Gathering
18

Cocktail Gathering
9

Clubs
27
Language & Cultural TableTable
13
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CHAPTER IV:
THE CAREER
STORY
LinkedIn Webinar

2021/2022 Pathways
The Career Support Working Group (CSGW) efforts focused
on organizing valuable career support activities and events.
It empowered our community to explore, to connect, and
to create their future by taking the best professional career
decisions after relocating to New York City.
Activities & Events

12

2021

Career Support Events

"Finding a Job, Resources & Tips from Members"
"LinkedIn for Job Seekers"
“Rock your Profile” LinkedIn Interactive Webinar
"Creating Impactful Resumes"
"How to be at your best in your Career in 2022"
"Small Business Showcasing Event"
"Online Session on Work Permit & Social Security
Number"
"Let me Connect You" workshop
"Taxation of G4 Visa Holders"
"3 UNICEF Career Support Webinars"
Most of the activities and events organized throughout the
year by the CSWG were held virtually, due to the COVID-19
related lockdowns and restrictions.
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CHAPTER IV:
THE CAREER
STORY
"Let me Connect You"

Special thanks to Laurene Graziani, Vipin Kumar,
Corinna Gessendorfen, Manuela Cuzzot, PierreEmmanuel Billet, Yasi Meng and Ana Danchevska for
bringing their expertise and experience around the table
and engaging in such fruitful, constructive and open
exchanges.

You
k
n
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"Let me Connect You" workshop by Jackie Gordon, the
NYLESA exclusive, new and fresh networking workshop was
led by the multi-talented native New Yorker and superconnector Jackie Gordon. This activity helped our members
to discover new career opportunities and build new skills.
Support to the Procurement of Employment Authorization
Document (EAD):
The CSWG, liaise with UN focal points, including the UN Visa
Committee, to advocate for members, get relevant
information, and forward questions.
Special recognition to the contributions made by Julien
Soufflet, former Career Support Coordinator.
An Online Session on obtaining a Work Permit & Social
Security Number was held in November 2021.
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CHAPTER IV:
THE CAREER
STORY
Online Tax session

Taxation of G4 Visa Holders
A successful webinar about the taxation of G4 Visa holders
was held in January 2022. Special mention goes to our
NYLESA treasurer, Jooyoung Kim and our volunteer Kevin
Byrne, for their contribution to this very useful online
session.

Supporting self-employed members to promote or initiate
their own business:
Part of NYLESA’s mission is to support its members to
network and enhance employability skills and
opportunities. For members running or planning their own
businesses, the CSWG offered support by sharing
information and workshops, giving space on the NYLESA
website to present their businesses, advertisement on our
Facebook Marketplace & Group, and the opportunity to
hold one Zoom event for the interested members.
The organization of the Small Business Showcasing Event at
the Welcome Back Coffee Gathering would not have been
possible without the support of the Welcome Coordinator,
Gift N Lwamba.
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CHAPTER IV:
THE CAREER
STORY
UNICEF Career Webinar

Outreach & Promotion
The CSWG liaised with focal points of various UN agencies,
HR personnel, New York-based Education Schools, and
Business Centers to promote the activities of the
Association as well as to obtain new agreements and
partnerships.
Special thanks to our member Chianghua Hereward for our
long-time relationship. As a result, NYLESA members were
offered the opportunity to attend different UNICEF Career
Support Webinars in English:
"Career Management" Part I & Part II,
"Writing Effective Applications"
"Assessment & Interview Skills"

Career Survey 2021
From October to November 2021, the CSWG conducted the
2021 Career Survey to facilitate the exchange of ideas in
the group with the aim to align NYLESA with what matters
most to members. The survey responses, available on our
website, provided many suggestions and useful insights on
our members' professional development and expectations
A special appreciation and thanks to the volunteer Andrea
Yarad for her enormous contribution an exceptional
dedication.
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CHAPTER IV:
THE CAREER
STORY
NYLESA LinkedIn

New Resources and Communication Channels
The CSWG kept improving NYLESA’s online resources. New
presentations and guidelines on how to obtain the Work
Permit and the Social Security Number, Job Searching,
LinkedIn, and Professional Networking, were developed
and disseminated to help our members settle in NY with a
better understanding of the administrative procedures and
requirements, and achieve their career goals.
The CSWG functioned online and offered
remote assistance and one-on-one support via
chat, email and zoom meetings.
NYLESA LinkedIn is the platform used to connect current
and former members, share insights and keep our
community informed on career trends and jobs. More than
50 employment offers were published.
Through "Move Your Career Forward" and the Career
Support Recommendations in NYLESA weekly Newsletter,
our members received information on career-related
programs, job fairs, workshops and training organized by:
The New York Public Library (NYPL)
The Thomas Yoseloff Business Center
Stavros Niarchos Foundation Library (SNFL)
The Small Business Administration (SBA)
Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
The NYC Career Services and The Hispanic Federation
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CHAPTER V:
THE
COMMUNICATION
STORY
Newsletter photo

The Weekly Newsletter is NYLESA’s main communication
channel, sharing latest information about the Association,
upcoming events and NYC activities & news.
In 2021, an additional section
"Career Support Recommendations"
was included which focuses on
free online courses, lectures and
training providing a great resource
to our membership looking for careers.
Based on MailChimp.com insights, the newsletter audience
increased significantly from 25%-35% in 2020 to 47%-57%
in 2021. The record reach was 67% as a result of a team
effort. Last year we said goodbye to Yen Nguyen and
welcomed Alexandre Alfonsi for few months.

68%
Today our team has four members: Ana Danchevska,
Vesna Golic, Amelia Poveda Irles and since December
2021 Sandhya Subramanian. Total of 40 Newsletters were
produced in one year.
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CHAPTER V:
THE
COMMUNICATION
STORY
Canva collage

MailChimp is an email marketing service NYLESA uses to
share information with members - newsletters, event &
membership campaigns, career announcements and more.
195-e mail campaigns were shared by the Communication
and SC Team.
, a graphic design platform is used to create
social media graphics, presentations, posters, documents
and other visual content. The Communication coordinator
is responsible of designing and creating digital content
such as posters, videos, presentations, brochures, namecards, invitations, postcards and other promotive and
outreach material.
Over
designs have
been created throughout the year.
New logo and Video for the 10th
Anniversary celebration was created by
Yen Nguyen, supported by the SC team.

The NYLESA Website www.nylesa.org is maintained by Yen
Nguyen and Ana Danchevska with content support by the
Steering Committee and the Career team.
.
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CHAPTER V:
THE
COMMUNICATION
STORY
Instagram Page

Let’s Talk About It- Podcast show is a series of informal
conversations talking about difficult subjects. Hosted by
Olivier Caudron, Soraya King & edited by Martin Haro
the podcast is shared with the members through online
campaigns. This year's 18 Episodes were downloaded 433
times according to the Spreaker.com statistics. The Ep. 12
"Which Type of UN Spouse are You?" Is the most popular
one amongst them.

NYLESA Facebook Page is a network where current and ex
members post questions, seek advice and
recommendations. During 2021-2022 the page was
maintained by SC members Ana Danchevska and Amelia
Poveda Irles, there is no volunteer responsible for the page.
Our Instagram Page newyorklesa was created in May 2021
to keep the visual memory of our activities and events. This
is a private profile with followers well known to NYLESA.
The current number of followers is 50. Created and
maintained by the Communication coordinator.
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CHAPTER V:
THE
COMMUNICATION
STORY
www.nylesa.org

“NYLESA stay tuned” is community chat on What’s App,
created in 2020 for daily communication, tips, support, and
exchanging information. The number of participants today
is 117, increased by 47% comparing to 2020.
NYLESA YouTube Channel is used for members’ view only
and it is a channel where important video recordings and
zoom meetings are kept for easy access by the
membership. It is maintained by the Communication
coordinator.
Internal and External Google Calendars, ensure smooth
collaboration with the Steering Committee and volunteers
so planned events are updated directly to the internal
“NYLESA Events Calendar”.
This year due to the massive Covid- 19 vaccination, lifted
restrictions and NYC reopening, we held less online and
more in person gatherings. In total 23 zoom meetings were
organized and facilitated by the Communication
coordinator and the Career Support team which provided
webinars and trainings.
Our
platform had also served us as a venue
for meeting external collaborators, partners, ex- members
and LESA’s across the world. It is maintained by Amelia
Poveda Irles, Andrea Yarad and Ana Danchevska.
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CAST
(in order of appearance)
NYLESA
PRODUCTION
2022

Soraya King
Natalia Chernysh
Jooyoung Kim
Gift N Lwamba
Amelia Poveda Irles
Ana Danchevska
Anais Fischer
Pierre- Emmanuell Billet
Vesna Golic
Julien Souflett
Shyam Sharma
Diana Camacho
Yvone Nassif
Sapna Sethi
Kausar Ovais
Minh Hai Tran
Christina Dumetz
Manuela Glass
Susanne Schwarz
Andrea Yarad
Veronique Truchon-Lachapelle
Jeannette Throp
Yasi Meng
Kevin Burne
Yen Nguyen
Alexandre Alfonsi
Kseniia Bulatova
Sandhya Submaranian
Olivier Caudron
Martin Hero
Lora Wiley
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We thank you from the
bottom of our hearts
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